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Abstract
The production and use of LEDs continues to increase rapidly. They are being
used in applications previously occupied by traditional lighting components such
as incandescent lamps, as well as indicators, signs, displays and new lighting
developments. Measurements of LED devices are required so that performance
can be assessed, both in relation to other LED devices and as replacements for
existing applications. These measurements must be consistent across the
industry to ensure comparisons are valid.
LEDs come in many packages, often with integral lenses, diffusers or phosphors
that alter the angular distribution and spectral emission properties. Simple raytracing can give insights into lensed LEDs, showing that angular properties
depend critically of packaging. Some of these packages result in the LED
behaving like multiple sources, depending on angle of observation. This type of
behavior is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A simple ray-trace of a modeled LED package shows that light
emerging from a LED can be complex even when the design is simple. Rays
through the front lens may be concentrated, or even focused. Rays through
the side wall are refracted forward, and rays between these undergo total
internal reflection before leaving the device.

Often, information provided on LEDs would include angular characteristics of
luminous intensity only, with a single relative spectral power distribution (SPD)
assumed to represent all angles. The SPDs of many LEDs vary with angle
however, and the LED cannot be represented by separate spectral and angular
graphs. This has been recognized for some time with certain white LEDs, where
the color separation is so extreme it is obvious even to a casual observer. What
then is the interpretation of a single chromaticity value, color rendering index or
dominant wavelength that may be provided by suppliers of these devices? Also,
is this effect limited to white LEDs or does it occur to some lesser, but still
significant, extent in other LEDs.
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Figure 2. Studies of several angular parameters of LEDs can reveal a more
complete picture than intensity variations alone. The white LED measured
here shows large changes in dominant wavelength with angle, making it
potentially unsuitable for some applications.
By studying a range of intensity and color related parameters with angle, a much
more complete picture of the LED properties and potential uses is provided. A
range of LED types and colors indicates the magnitude of variations can be
extreme or virtually negligible. Only by measuring these parameters does their
significance become apparent, as shown in Figure 2.
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